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Maximum Loads for Eccentrically Loaded Thin-walled Channel Struts

Charges maximales pour piles ä parois minces en U, comprimees excentriquement

Höchstlasten für dünnwandige U-Stützen unter ausmittiger Belastung

A. C. WALKER
Department of Civil Engineering, University College, London

Introduction

The use of thin-walled open sections as load-bearing members in civil
engineering structures has increased considerably in the last few years. This
has given rise to a greater need to understand the mechanics of the behaviour
of these sections and also to obtain design information in a simple and com-
prehensible manner. Although considerable research effort [1-3] has been

applied to the testing and analysis of uniformly-compressed channel-columns,
relatively little attention has been given to the more general condition in
which the load is applied offset from the centroid of the cross-section. This
paper reports on work carried out on this problem both from an experimental
and theoretical standpoint.

The paper is concerned with Channel columns having one axis of symmetry
in the cross-section, and in the analysis it is assumed that the compressive
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Fig. 1. Channel loading geometry. Fig. 2. Non-dimensional representation ofplate
geometry edge-loading and edge restraints.
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load is applied along this axis; then the web of the Channel is compressed
uniformly, while a linearly varying stress is applied to the flanges, as in Fig. 2.

It is also assumed that open thin-walled channel-sections, in which the length
is of the same order of magnitude as the flange or web widths, may be
considered from a theoretical viewpoint to be composed of individual plates that
are connected in a certain manner on their common longitudinal edges. The
determination of the Channel load-bearing characteristics then becomes one
of obtaining the corresponding plate properties and combining these to obtain
compatible conditions along the adjoining edge.

We first consider the behaviour of thin, initially flat, plates loaded by a

linearly varying edge stress. It has been shown [4] that such plates may
sustain load considerably in excess of the theoretical buckling loads before

collapse occurs. Also, good engineering estimates of these maximum loads

may be obtained analytically by assuming that collapse takes place when the
direct stress at the edge reaches the material compressive yield stress. Since
the unloaded edge conditions were taken to be rotationally restrained the
calculated plate instability loads may be synthesise to provide the theoretical
buckling loads [5] of open sections considered to be composed of such plates.
In practice, no plate is perfectly flat, and deflections will grow from the
beginning of load application; for this reason, the theoretically predicted
buckling behaviour is never experienced in practice. However, such a buckling
analysis will indicate to a designer the loads for maximum growth of
deformation and maximum rate of decrease of stiffness. Like their constituitive
plates, compressed sections may sustain loads in excess of the theoretical
buckling loads. In this paper an approximate method of analysis is presented
which combines the plate collapse estimates to give the corresponding estimate
for lipped sections. Test results are described which show that the estimates
are good; these results are used as a basis for an empirical approach, by which
the actual collapse loads may be predicted from the corresponding theoretical
instability loads.

1. Analysis of Single Plates

a) Mathematical Formulation

Ref. [4] presents fully the analysis of the buckling and post-buckling
behaviour of initially-flat, reetangular plates compressed by a linear-varying
load action. The loaded edges were taken to be simply-supported whilst the
longitudinal edges have equal or unequal rotational restraint; this is shown
in Fg. 2. For the sake of completeness the above analysis is summarised in
this paper. We put,

f x y a w nf f /i\* ä> * ö' + b' ü,=T' F=E¥' (1)
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where a is the length of the plate in the x direction and b is the breadth in the
y direction; the von Kärmän [6] large deflection equations may be written in
the nondimensional forms

1 d*co d*co d*co
_ 12n ld2F' d2a> d2F'd2aj d2 F' d2co \

(2a)

c/>2 3^+ dedrj2^^ drf " \d£dri+Te dry2' '

where Ff is the non-dimensional form of the Airy stress function, which is
related to the direct and shear stresses by

axa2 _
d2F' __aya2 _

d2F'
_ rxya2 _

d2F'
°* ~~cj>2Et2 ~ drf ' G^~"E¥~~~W T^~cf>Et2~ d^drj'

The in-plane boundary conditions for the loaded edges, £ 0 and f=l,
with the imposed loading and for zero shearing stress, are

[**w ^L^MMIH' (3a)

r d2F'~]^¦•-[-jmLr0- <3b)

where JVq —-^— and oc is the eccentricity parameter.

Along the unloaded edges there is considered to be no direct stress acting
in the rj direction nor any shearing stress, so that

\d2 Fl
KV-i/2,-1/2 \-jrw\ °> (4a)

L °± J ??=+l/2, -1/2

T d2 F' 1

[r^*-» [8mL.*.-» 0- (4b)

The out-of-plane boundary conditions along the loaded edges were those of
simple support, i.e. if M% is the linear intensity of bending moment about an
axis parallel to the rj axis, then

^W=[^ +^^r0, (5a)

M|=o,i 0- (5 b)

The unloaded edges are fully restrained against lateral deflection and elasti-
cally restrained against rotation, i.e.
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[:
B2oj v 82co

+
drj2 </>2 d£2

[d2cü
v d2a) da)]

[co]^=+l/2,-l/2 - °>

«lp- 0>
+1/2, -1/2

o,
+1/2

(6 a)

(6b)

(6 c)

where /cx — b rJD, k0 —b r0/D and rx, r0 are the degrees of rotation restraint.
An approximate Solution of Eq. (2), together with the appropriate boundary

conditions (Eq. (3-6)), is obtained using Galerkin's method and employing
a digital Computer to perform the necessary arithmetic. The trial series for
F' is

F' =A -!)+!*»] i?2+22&™/,tf)?.0?)>

where A is a constant, brs are constant coefficients, fr (£) and gs(r]) are funetions

of £ and rj only, respectively. After consideration if Eqs. (3) and (4),
Eq. (7) besomes

^^f^-il+i^2^^,...^..^8-2-^^^^2^^- (8)

Similarly a trial series for to may be obtained which satisfies the appropriate
boundary conditions (Eqs. (5) and (6)). This series may be written

<» 2 2 ?m>nm7T|[7f+4-M„7f*^ (9)
ra=l,2,... n=0,l,.-.

where the coefficients An, Bn, etc., may be obtained from the Solution of the
matrix equation

1 2 4 8

1 -2 4-84r(n+2)\(n+l) + ^\ S(n+l2(n+3)[(n+2) + ^J

2(n+3) [(n+2) +|]
L ¦?]

_4(»+2)[(n+l)+ ^] 8(n+l)

Mf] 1671

¦I6n [<"-1)+t]_

-(n+4) [(»+3) + ^]

(n+4)[(»+3) + ^j

b) Bückling

Theoretically buckling occurs when the flat plate becomes unstable at a

particular value of the applied stress distribution. Thus, in Eq. (8) we have
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6rs 0, and, if the plate is considered to buckle in a unique sinewave form in
the longitudinal direction, we may write Eq. (9) in the form

n=L
o) 2 qn8mmn(;Yn, (10)

71 0,1,...
where Yn [t^+4 + An rjn+z + Bn rj^2 + Cn rj71^1 + Dn rjn].

Thus Galerkin's method when applied to Eq. (2) using brs 0 and Eq. (10),
gives

m27T2 d2Y„ m4774_

-Vi
<f,2 Arf '

</>4

_i^![(i-|)+«,jrB}ry^ o (ozjzL), (ii)
N b2

where k jpr—.

Evaluation of Eq. (11) leads to an algebraic eigenvalue problem for k, the
buckling coefficient. This is very easily programmed for Solution on a digital
Computer, and it has been shown [5] that the buckling coeffieient converges
rapidly for increasing number of terms (L). The buckling load is obtained from

•*-crit. u (-!)•

c) Post-buckling Behaviour

It is assumed here that there is no change of buckle pattern as the load is
increased beyond the buckling load. Thus, if Eq. (9) is written

co sinm7r£ 2 3nhB+4 + ^»'JB+8-l-^»'?n+a + C,Bijw+1 + 2)B^B],
»=o,i,...

and, if in Eq. (8) the summations are given the limits lf^r^T, O^s^u, then
Galerkin's method for Eq. (2) gives

L rT s^u /• f M pF> diF> 8*F'
ti,...r=h...s=h J W H* ~d?dr,z+(p dr,*

0 -1/2

-\Werj +Ww\dCdvd(j 0' (12a)

1 1/2
L T ^ - .p g4 8icü 8*M

«,...r-lX...-oU..J J W2 8P+ 8?8r,* + 9 8 t,*
0 -1/2

io/i 2x \82F'82w 8*F'8*m „ 8*F' 8*0,1]^, ,t A /10_-12(l-v2)^^ + -^^-2^-^I-j}^^ 0, (12b)
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where

l^p^T, O^qSU, O^i^L.
Evaluation of Eq. (12) gives

[A][bn\ [B]\Siqf], (13)

{[C'1]-N^C2]}[qk] [D][brsqkl (0Zi,j,k£L) (14)

where the coefficients of the matrices [A], [B] etc., are constants. Substitution
of [brs], from Eq. (13) into Eq. (14), gives the simultaneous cubic equations

{[C1]-^[(72]}fe] [Z>']feg,.fe]. (15)

This system of equations is solved by successive approximation on a digital
Computer for various values of Nq> NqcHL

One result of this approximate Solution is shown in Fig. 3; the direct
longitudinal stress at the cross-section corresponding to the crest of a buckle

KT0=0

^E7
SIMPLY-SUPPORTED UNLOADED EDGES

<b 2,m=2, ot= 1

02505 0 25

Fig. 3. Middle surface direct longitudinal

stress at the crest of a buckle.

is plotted for various values of Nq It is seen that the stresses at the edges

grow more rapidly than those in the middle, and this gives rise to the formula-
tion of the collapse criterion. Results of tests given in Ref. [4] show that
good agreement is obtained using the above analysis for buckling and maximum

loads.

2. Collapse Loads for Channel Struts Reinforced with "Lips"

Fig. 4 shows how the section is considered to be subdivided into its consti-
tuent plates. The web is thus treated as a uniformly-loaded plate with equal
amounts of rotational restraint along the unloaded edge. The flanges are taken
to be eccentrically loaded plates elastically restrained against rotation along
the unloaded edge common to itself and the web; the lip along the other
unloaded edge is assumed to provide a simple support type of condition [7].
The matching at the common longitudinal edges is required to fulfill the
following conditions.
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a) The degree of edge restraint, r, for the flange and web is equal but opposite
in sign, i.e. moment reactions are equal and the original corner geometry
is maintained.

b) The value and distribution of the longitudinal direct stress, and therefore
the unit shortening, were to be the same for the flange and web.

7•1

>veM

71

Fig. 5. Variation of load with longitudinal
direct stress at 17 %.

Fig. 4. Geometrjr and edge restraint
representation of component plates

of a lipped Channel.
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The simultaneous application of these requirements results in a very
complex problem. This is simplified by assuming the stress distribution to be
defined to sufficient accuracy by taking only one term in the £ direction in
the series Eq. (8). Now, taking a specific web geometry ((/>w,kw) we may, from
the Solution of the appropriate non-linear Eq. (15), obtain a plot of non-
dimensionalised maximum edge stress against non-dimensional load
parameter, as shown in fig. 5. Now

b r and bfrt

but by assumption, above we have, rf= —rw, and since we are considering
only sections with uniform thickness, Df Dw. Thus, with H bfjbw we have

bW rW Vf __ _ TT

D b
~~ u

Similarly, ^f=ljH <f>w, so that we may obtain corresponding plots on Fig. 5

for various values of H, and by using
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-matf and N^=-mN^9JU #2^/ H2

they may be superposed on to the web plot as shown in Fig. 5. The
intersections of these curves are valid geometries in that all the specified boundary
matching conditions are fulfilled at the particular intersection load. Now,
these particular geometries are considered to be sections at the point of
collapse, i. e. the maximum direct longitudinal stress is equal to the material
yield stress. Thus, using crxw cry, where axw a^wj>2)Eh2ja2, and prescribing
a value for ory, we can obtain the thickness for the sections.

«=0 5 * =' nxbw

cr„ x t LIPPED CHANNEL

+ t 0 0725

X t 0071

O t 0 068

D t 0 066

03 06 09

OL 1 0
tax xbw

y xter

L
LIPPED C

+ t

O t

X t

:hannel

0 0735 in

0 068 in

0065 in

^5^0

D t 0 049 in

4—•

Fig. 6. Variation of non-dimensional maximum

stress with shape factor a 0.5.
Fig. 7. Variation of non-dimensional maximum

stress with shape factor a 1.0.

In this study, oy= -35x 103lb.//in2, cf>w=l, E 33x 106lb.//in2, a 8in,
and by limiting the thickness ränge to 0.050 in — 0.090 in the plots of collapse
load against section geometry shown in Figs. 6 and 7 were calculated; in these,

a
Cmax w and the lip width is 1 in. The procedure is shown in the following

example, with
# 0.62,

<*xwa>2

at =-8.35,
-35X103X64

N' -6.02.
VW

0.0902 in.[ <r*,g* 11/2 [ -35X103X64 IM
~ [fäEatJ ~ [1X33X10«X -8.35J

N^Ebw(l + l.5H + 0.125) 3_?5x 103 tbf_

h

Similarly, with

52.9.

H 0.65,

# 0.68,

h 0.0705,
h 0.0582,

(7 52.0,

(7 51.7.

In this way Figs. 6 and 7 were constructed; due to the approximate nature
of the Solution of the plate differential equations there is some scatter in the
theoretical results; this is contained in the enclosed area shown in these plots.
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The most common design curve is that which enables the designer to
calculate the maximum load for a section from the corresponding theoretical
buckling load. Examples of this type of curve are given in Ref. [1] and [2]
for uniformly compressed sections. The usefulness of this curve lies in the
fact that the buckling load is relatively simple to calculate for even complex

Fig. 8. Maximum strength of eccentrically
loaded short lipped Channel struts.

+
Q'mox

_ fe)°M

+ « 05

O o= 10

O

sections. If the curves in Figs. 6 and 7 are recast in this manner it is seen that
on a plot of (omaxlay) against (crylcrcr)1/2 (Fig. 8), these quantities may be
related by

Here

a Ig \0-54^max / ucr\

bwh[l + 2H(l-^+HL(l-cc)]'
P

bwh[l + 2H(l-^+HL(l-a)]'
where HL is the ratio of lip width to web width.

3. Experimental Investigation of Lipped Section Maximum Load

The special loading rig designed for this investigation is shown in Fig. 9.

It consisted of two relatively massive plattens opposed to each other and
individually mounted on four arms for vertical restraint and on two trunnions
for restraint in the horizontal plane. The trunnions fitted over two heavy
steel bars, one above the plattens and one below, which ran the length of the
frame and were firmly attached to it. Rotation of the serrated hand wheels
caused the end assemblies to approach each other thus inducing a load in the
speeimen Channel, placed accurately in position in the grooved case-hardened
face plates provided. Eccentric loading was obtained by the differential
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w-*1

z

~\>

Fig. 9. View of experimental
loading rig.

loading of one side from the other. The magnitude of the load was indicated

by electrical resistance foil strain gauges bonded to the link bars and connected

to a Huggenberger switch box and strain bridge. Each link bar was previously
calibrated and was found to give a linear reading over the required load ränge.

Collapse was indicated by a reduction of the load for an inward movement

of the loading plattens. Results of this series of tests are plotted in Fig. 6

and 7.

Conclusions

An approximate method of analysis has been presented which assumes

that a short Channel column may be treated as a collection of individual

plates connected appropriately along their common edges. The analysis
Combines the large deflection behaviour of these constituitive plates to provide

an engineering estimate of the maximum load capacity of the Channel.

The analysis is shown to give good predictions when applied to short

columns subjected to eccentric loading. It is also found that the experimental
results may be described adequately by a single curve relating the column

theoretical buckling stress, the corresponding or maximum stress and the

material yield stress. The test programme reported here was of limited ränge
but the good agreement obtained promises hope for a coherent design for-
mulation for open Channel columns subjected to a variety of eccentric load

actions.

Notation

a
b

bf,bw
b01. bn

plate. or Channel, length.
plate breadtli.
Hange and web widths respectively of a Channel section.

etc. Galerkin coefficients in stress function series.
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i,j,k,n integers used in Galerkin deflection series.

k buckling constant.

p,q,r,s integers used in stress function series.

q0,q1, etc. Galerkin coefficients in deflection function series.

rx, r0 degrees of rotational restraint per unit distance in x direction
at plate edges y= -6/2 and y= +b\2 respectively.

t plate thickness.

w displacement of a point of the plate middle surface in a direction
normal to the undeformed middle surface.

x, y cartesian coordinates.
D flexural stiffness of the plate, defined by D E t3/l2 (1 - v2).

E Young's modulus of the plate material.
F Airy's stress function.
F' non-dimensional form of Airy's stress function, F' FjEt2.
H Channel shape factor, H bfjbw.

HL ratio of lip width to flange width.
L limit of deflection series.

Nx normal force per unit length in the middle surface of the plate
in the x direction.

N0 value of Nx at x 0, y bj2 and x a, y bj2.
N'0 non-dimensional form of N0, N0' N0 a2J4>2 E t2.

N0cr critical value of N0 at initial buckling.
P total compressive load applied to plate.
Pcr critical value of P at initial buckling.
Pmax maximum plate load.

T, TJ limits of stress function series.

oc load eccentricity parameter.
non-dimensional forms of the degrees of rotational restraint per
unit length in x direction at plate edges y= —6/2 and y= +6/2

respectively, Kl= -r^-, k0=-r~-.
values of kx at common edges for flange and web, respectively.

v Poisson's ratio of the plate material.
£, rj cartesian coordinates in non-dimensional form, % x\a, rj=ylb.
(f> aspect ratio of plate, <f> ajb.

<f>f, cf)w aspect ratio of flange and web, respectively, of a Channel section.

gx Gy direct stresses in the x and y direction, respectively.

o-|, gv non-dimensional forms of gx and a„

rxy shearing stress in the xy plane.

r^ non-dimensional form of rxy, t^ -^wi
a> non-dimensional form of w, co w\t.

K,,K{o

V w

oxa2 aya2
(T'0~~Et2

rxya2
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Summary

An analytical and experimental investigation is made of the maximum
load-carrying capacity of thin-walled open Channel columns under eccentric
compression. The Channels are treated as being composed of individual plates
connected appropriately along their common edges. The large deflection
behaviour of these plates is analysed approximately using Galerkin 's method
and the results are synthesised to give an engineering estimate of the maximum
load of the short columns.

The results of the experimental investigation show these estimates to be

of good engineering accuracy and it is also shown that the results may be
described adequately by a single curve relating the column buckling stress,
the corresponding maximum stress and the material yield stress.

Resume

Ce rapport presente une etude theorique et experimentale sur la capacite
de charge de piliers ä section en JJ. On considere la section comme composee
de parois individuelles, liees conformement. Les grandes deformations propres
a ces plaques ont ete analysees ä l'aide de la methode Galerkin. A partir des

resultats obtenus, on reussit une estimation tres generale de la capacite de

charge de piliers courts, estimation qui se montre en bon aecord avec les
valeurs experimentales. En plus on voit que les resultats peuvent etre repre-
sentes par une seule courbe reliant la tension de flambage, la tension maximale
correspondante et la limite d'ecoulement du materiau.
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Zusammenfassung

Es wird eine theoretische und experimentelle Studie über die Höchstlast
dünnwandiger [/-Stützen dargelegt. Man nimmt an, der Querschnitt sei aus
einzelnen Platten zusammengesetzt, die an ihren Ecken entsprechend verbunden

sind. Die diesen Platten eigenen großen Verformungen werden näherungsweise

nach dem Galerkin-Verfahren untersucht. Die Synthese der Ergebnisse
dient der praktischen Schätzung der Maximallast kurzer Stützen.

Die Versuchsergebnisse zeigen, daß diese Schätzung für praktische Zwecke
genügend genau ist. Es wird ferner gezeigt, daß die Ergebnisse zweckmäßig
durch eine einzige Kurve dargestellt werden können: Diese Kurve verbindet
die Beulspannung, die entsprechende Maximalspannung und die Fließgrenze
des Materials.
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